Peptide nucleic acids (PNAs) are oligonucleotide analogues in which the sugar-phosphate backbone has been replaced by a pseudopeptide skeleton. They bind DNA and RNA with high specificity and selectivity, leading to PNA-RNA and PNA-DNA hybrids more stable than the corresponding nucleic acid complexes. The binding affinity and selectivity of PNAs for nucleic acids can be modified by the introduction of stereogenic centers (such as D-Lys-based units) into the PNA backbone. To investigate the structural features of chiral PNAs, the structure of a PNA decamer containing three D-Lys-based monomers (namely H-GpnTpnApnGpnAdlTdlCdlApnCpnTpn-NH2, in which pn represents a pseudopeptide link and dl represents a D-Lys analogue) hybridized with its complementary antiparallel DNA has been solved at a 1.66-Å resolution by means of a single-wavelength anomalous diffraction experiment on a brominated derivative. The D-Lys-based chiral PNA-DNA (LPD) heteroduplex adopts the so-called P-helix conformation. From the substantial similarity between the PNA conformation in LPD and the conformations observed in other PNA structures, it can be concluded that PNAs possess intrinsic conformational preferences for the P-helix, and that their flexibility is rather restricted. The conformational rigidity of PNAs is enhanced by the presence of the chiral centers, limiting the ability of PNA strands to adopt other conformations and, ultimately, increasing the selectivity in molecular recognition. P eptide nucleic acids (PNAs) are oligonucleotide mimics in which the sugar-phosphate backbone has been replaced by a pseudopeptide skeleton, composed of N-(2-aminoethyl)glycine units (1) (Fig. 1) . Nucleobases are linked to this skeleton through a two-atom carboxymethyl spacer.
P
eptide nucleic acids (PNAs) are oligonucleotide mimics in which the sugar-phosphate backbone has been replaced by a pseudopeptide skeleton, composed of N-(2-aminoethyl)glycine units (1) (Fig. 1) . Nucleobases are linked to this skeleton through a two-atom carboxymethyl spacer.
PNAs bind DNA and RNA with high specificity and selectivity, forming Watson-Crick base pairs and leading to PNA-RNA and PNA-DNA hybrids that are more stable than the corresponding nucleic acid complexes (2) . Because of their high thermal stability and resistance to proteases and nucleases, PNAs are ideal candidates as antisense or antigene therapeutic agents (3) (4) (5) (6) and are currently used as powerful tools in molecular biology and in diagnostics (7) .
Three-dimensional structures have been determined for the major families of PNA complexes by different techniques. A PNA-RNA duplex (8) and a PNA-DNA duplex (9) were characterized by NMR in solution, whereas a (PNA) 2 -DNA triplex (10) and three PNA-PNA duplexes (11) (12) (13) were solved by x-ray crystallography. The structural analysis in solution of the PNA-DNA (9) and PNA-RNA duplexes (8) showed that PNA, when hybridized to RNA, adopts an A-like helix, whereas, when hybridized to a complementary DNA strand, it adopts a conformation that is different from both the A and the B forms. The crystal structure of the (PNA) 2 -DNA triplex (10) also showed helical parameters significantly different from those of canonical DNA or RNA helical forms, defining a type of helix, named the P-helix, characterized by a small twist angle, a large x-displacement, and a wide, deep major groove. Finally, structural features of the PNA-PNA double helix (11) (12) (13) are similar to those of the P-helix mentioned above.
PNAs can bind to complementary DNA strands in both parallel and antiparallel orientations and are poorly soluble under physiological conditions, thus preventing the development of PNA-based therapeutics (14) (15) . To improve binding specificity, solubility, and uptake into cells (16) , several modifications of the basic PNA structure have been proposed. A particular approach involves the introduction of stereogenic centers, most commonly based on chiral aminoethyl amino acids (17) . Circular dichroism experiments have demonstrated that the configuration of the stereogenic centers induces preferential PNA helicity; in particular, PNAs containing monomers derived from D-amino acids (D-PNAs) induce a preferred right-handedness in the PNA-PNA duplexes, whereas LPNAs induce left-handedness (18) (19) . As a consequence of this preferential handedness, right-handed DNA was found to bind to D-PNAs with higher affinity than L-PNAs (18) . Chiral PNAs were found to form slightly less stable PNA-DNA duplexes than their achiral analogues, the effect being more pronounced for backbones containing amino acids with bulky apolar side chains. Negatively charged monomers (based on either D-or L-aspartic and glutamic acids) were shown to destabilize PNA-DNA duplexes even more, probably on account of the repulsive interactions with the negatively charged phosphate groups of the DNA. On the other hand, by introducing positively charged Lysbased monomers, more stable PNA-DNA duplexes were obtained (17) . On the basis of these results, recently Sforza et al. (20) reported the synthesis of a chiral PNA decamer containing three adjacent chiral monomers based on D-Lys (chiral box) in the middle of the PNA sequence (H-GpnTpnApnGpnAdlTdlCdlApnCpnTpn-NH 2 ; Fig. 2A ), which was shown to hybridize with the complementary DNA sequence only in the antiparallel mode. Furthermore, the single mismatch recognition was greatly enhanced relative to that observed for other achiral or chiral PNAs (20) . Thus, the PNA containing the chiral box is endowed with many of the properties required for detection of point mutations in diagnostics and for selective binding in therapeutics.
In a general research project aimed at understanding the role of chirality in DNA recognition and at achieving insights into the structure-activity relationships of chiral PNAs, we have succeeded in crystallizing the PNA decamer containing the chiral box hybridized with its complementary antiparallel DNA strand (Fig. 2B ) (21) . Here, we report the crystal structure of the duplex at a 1.66-Å resolution solved by a single-wavelength anomalous diffraction experiment on a brominated derivative.
Methods
Synthesis of the PNA Strand, Crystallization, and Data Collection.
Synthesis of the D-Lys-based PNA was carried out by a submonomeric approach to obtain high optical purity (enantiomeric excess ϭ 94.4%), as described elsewhere (22) .
Preparation and crystallization of the double strand PNA-DNA by using PEG 8000 as precipitant and cacodylate at pH 6.3 have already been reported (21) . A native data set at a 1.66-Å resolution was collected at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (Grenoble, France) by using one crystal, flash cooled to 100 K, from a precipitant solution containing 10% glycerol. Crystals belong to space group P3 1 with one molecule per asymmetric unit.
To determine the structure by a single-wavelength anomalous diffraction experiment, a DNA strand containing two 5-BrUra moieties ( Br U) (AG Br UGATC Br UAC) was synthesized and a Brderivative PNA-DNA duplex was prepared. Crystals of the Brderivative were grown by the hanging-drop vapor diffusion method at 20°C, setting up 2 l of duplex solution with 2 l of reservoir solution, consisting of 15% 2-propanol, 50 mM Mes (pH 6.0), and 20 mM magnesium chloride. Several macroseeding experiments were necessary to obtain single crystals of dimensions 0.04 ϫ 0.04 ϫ 0.5 mm 3 . Crystals were isomorphous with native crystals. Singlewavelength anomalous diffraction data at a 1.75-Å resolution were collected around the absorption Br K edge on a Mar chargecoupled device detector at the Elettra Synchrotron source in Trieste, by using one crystal flash cooled at 100 K from a precipitant solution containing 15% glycerol.
The data sets of the native and Br-derivative PNA-DNA were processed by using the HKL crystallographic data reduction package (DENZO͞SCALEPACK) (23) . The statistics of data collections are given in Table 1 .
Structure Determination and Refinement. Determination and refinement of the two bromide sites and phase calculations were carried out with the program SOLVE (24) , using data between a 20.0-and a 2.0-Å resolution. The initial density map, calculated at 2.0 Å and weighted by a figure of merit of 0.40, was improved by density modification and phases were extended by using DM (25, 26) . At this stage, the nucleobases and clear duplex-solvent boundaries were discerned within the map. Starting at the bromide sites, a partial model was built with the program O (27) . Iterative phase combinations using SIGMAA (25, 28) were repeated until all of the nucleobases and the backbone were fitted into the electron density. The structure was then refined against the native data set by using CNS (29) . Several cycles of simulated annealing, minimization, and B factor refinement, followed by manual model rebuilding with O, reduced the R factor and R free values for all of the data in the resolution range from 20.0-1.66 Å to 0.197 and 0.228, respectively. Statistics of structure determination and refinement are given in Table 1 .
Results
Quality of the Model. D-Lys-based chiral PNA was obtained by a submonomeric synthesis at high optical purity (22) . Crystals of the D-Lys-based chiral PNA-DNA (LPD) duplex, diffracting at a 1.66-Å resolution, were obtained as described (21) . The structure of the duplex was solved by a single wavelength anomalous diffraction experiment on a brominated derivative and refined to an R factor of 19.7% and R free of 22.8%, using 5,429 reflections in the 20.0-to 1.66-Å resolution range.
The final model consists of 413 nonhydrogen atoms, 80 water molecules, and 1 magnesium ion derived from the crystallization solution. Both the nucleobases and the PNA and DNA backbones are very well defined in the electron density maps. The refined structure presents a good geometry with root mean square deviations from ideal bond lengths and angles of 0.011 Å and 1.1°, respectively. The average temperature factor (B) for all atoms is 26.12 Å 2 (see Table 1 ).
Overall Structure. The LPD duplex forms an antiparallel righthanded double helix with a diameter of Ϸ22 Å, an average helical twist of 23.2°, a rise of 3.5 Å, and 16 base pairs per turn (30, 31) (Fig.  3 , Tables 2 and 3 ). This helix presents a large cavity along the helical axis as indicated by a base pair x-displacement of Ϫ3.8 Å. All these features correlate with a double helix with a very wide and deep major groove and a narrow and shallow minor groove. All of the bases are engaged in Watson-Crick hydrogen bonds (Fig. 4A) . The pattern of the base stacking resembles that found in the B form of the DNA double helix with the base pairs nearly perpendicular to the helical axis. A continuous base pair stacking is formed between symmetry-related helices. In particular at the intermolecular interface the nucleobase of PNA residue Gpn1 stacks with the nucleobase of DNA residue A1, whereas the nucleobase of DNA residue C10 stacks with the nucleobase of PNA residue Tpn10 (Fig. 5A) .
DNA backbone torsion angles are reported in Table 4 . These values are close to those of A-type DNA, with anti glycosidic torsion angles, except for the ␦ and angles. The latter parameters, particularly evident in the ␦ angle, are more A-like for the first six nucleotides and more B-like for the last four. These findings are correlated with differences observed in the conformation of the sugar moieties along the sequence (Table 4 ). In particular the puckering of the sugar rings is C3Ј-endo (as in A-DNA) in the first six units and C2Ј-endo (as in a B-DNA) in the rest of the DNA backbone (Fig. 4B) .
All of the amide bonds of the PNA backbone are in the trans conformation and no intrabackbone hydrogen bonds are observed. Backbone torsion angles of the PNA monomers are reported in Table 5 . Analysis of the values observed indicates that conformations of the PNA residues are highly conserved along the skeleton with some exceptions for the ␣ and angles. The variability in the latter angles causes changes in orientation of the backbone amide bond, without major displacement of the nucleobases. In particular, seven of the backbone carbonyl groups point toward the solvent, whereas the remaining two point in the opposite direction. In contrast, all of the carbonyl oxygens of the carboxymethyl moiety linker point toward the C-terminal direction of the PNA backbone, The helical parameters were determined by using the program CURVES (30) .
generating a significant dipole. The side chains of the three Lysbased residues point toward the solvent, and are involved in packing interactions. In particular, the -amino groups of D-Lys side chains form ion pairs with the oxygens of the phosphate groups of the nucleotides of a symmetry-related molecule. All these interactions are mediated by water molecules (Fig. 5B) . The LPD asymmetric unit contains 80 water molecules, which stabilize the structure. The distribution of solvent molecules is clearly dependent on puckering of the sugars. In particular, when the sugar moiety assumes a C3Ј-endo conformation, most of the water molecules are located in the major groove, and are H-bonded with nucleobases (purine-N7 or pyrimidine O4͞N4) and with oxygens of the phosphate groups. Water molecules located in the minor groove are also stabilized by H-bonds with nucleobases (purine-N3 or pyrimidine O2). In particular, those bound to the PNA strand form a bridge between the nucleobases and the amides of the backbone (N or O depending on the orientation of the amide bond), as observed for the PNA-PNA structure (11) (12) (13) .
Comparison with Other PNA-Containing Complexes. The superposition of LPD onto PNA-DNA, PNA-PNA, and the Watson-Crick strands of (PNA) 2 -DNA yields a rms deviation of 1.48, 1.03, and 0.92 Å, respectively, calculated on 12 corresponding carbon atoms directly linked to the nucleobase (C1Ј for the DNA and C8Ј for PNA). On the basis of these values, the LPD structure seems to resemble the PNA-PNA and (PNA) 2 -DNA structures more than the PNA-DNA structure. In particular, the mean twist angle and the number of bases per turn of LPD are consistent with those of the (PNA) 2 -DNA triplex (Table 3) .
PNA monomer torsion angle values in LPD are consistent with those found in the PNA-PNA and (PNA) 2 -DNA structures (Table  5 ). Differences are observed only for the ␣ and dihedral angles as a consequence of the two possible orientations of the amide bond of the backbone (as discussed above). In contrast, larger deviations concerning the ␣, ␤, ␦, and angles are observed in the PNA monomer conformation of the LPD structure as compared with the PNA-DNA determined by NMR (Table 5 ). Significant differences with respect to the PNA-DNA solution structure are present also in the DNA strands and, in particular, in the nucleotide torsion angles and in the conformation of the sugar rings. In fact, whereas in our structure the deoxyribose sugars present both C2Ј-endo (in four residues) and C3Ј-endo (in six residues) conformations, in the PNA-DNA structure determined in solution they are predominantly near the C2Ј-endo range. The sugar puckering is also different from that observed in the triplex structure, which is always in the C3Ј-endo conformation.
Discussion
The analysis of the x-ray structure of the LPD duplex containing a chiral box in the middle of the sequence accomplishes two The helical parameters were determined by using CURVES (30) . , and Cdl7 and phosphate groups of residues T3*, G4*, A5*, and T6*. The monomers with asterisks are related to the asymmetric unit by a 3 1 axis followed by a translation along the [1 1 0] direction. Water molecules are shown in dark red. The image was generated by using BOBSCRIPT (38) .
important tasks. First, our results add further structural insights into PNA-DNA hybrids; second, the binding properties of PNAs containing a chiral box can now be discussed at a structural level.
The structural knowledge of PNA-DNA hybrids is currently based on a very limited number of cases. The (PNA) 2 -DNA triplex structure (10) showed helical parameters significantly different from those of canonical DNA or RNA helical forms, giving rise to a new class of helices called P-helices. The PNA-DNA solution structure (9) emphasized that the conformational features of the duplex fall in between those of canonical DNA structures (A-and B-DNA) and those of the P-helices. Finally, the solid state structure of a PNA-PNA duplex (11-13) was also found to belong to the P-type helix, suggesting that the P-helix could be the preferred conformation for PNAs.
The LPD structure presents a larger helical pitch, a wider and deeper major groove, and a narrower and shallower minor groove with respect to canonical A-and B-helical forms; thus it can be safely classified as a P-type double helix.
Dealing with the backbone conformation of the PNA strand, a detailed analysis of the LPD structure reveals that the dihedral angles of each monomer within the PNA strand are highly conserved along the sequence, except for the ␣ and dihedral angles, which can determine two possible orientations of the amide bond in the backbone (see Table 5 ). In addition, the comparison between the LPD helix and those described in the literature reveals that all PNA torsion angles in LPD are very similar to those of the PNA-PNA duplex and of the (PNA) 2 -DNA triplex, whereas they show some differences with respect to those of the PNA-DNA duplex (see Table 5 ). On the other hand, if the local conformation of the DNA strand in the LPD duplex is considered, an unexpected variability in the sugar puckering is observed. In particular, sugar moieties within segment 1-6 are endowed with a C3Ј-endo conformation (A-like), whereas the sugars in segment 7-10 adopt a C2Ј-endo conformation (B-like). The former conformation seems to be stabilized by packing electrostatic interactions (see above). It is worth noting that in the (PNA) 2 -DNA structure all of the sugar moieties are found in the C3Ј-endo conformation, whereas in the PNA-DNA duplex they show a predominant C2Ј-endo conformation with minor contributions from the C3Ј-endo form. Taken together, these findings suggest that the P-helix can accommodate both sugar conformations and that environmental conditions can stabilize one with respect to the other. This fact and the substantial similarity between the PNA conformation in LPD and the conformations observed in other PNA structures reinforce the view that in double helices the flexibility of the PNA strand is rather restricted despite the absence of cyclic moieties, and that PNAs possess intrinsic conformational preferences for the P-helix. The DNA moiety then becomes adapted to the PNA P-helix conformation rather than vice versa. These conclusions are in agreement with molecular dynamics studies (32) (33) and with the ''constrained flexibility'' concept developed for PNAs and their analogues (16), whereas they reverse the early concept of PNAs as molecules endowed with high conformational adaptability (9) .
The introduction of sterically hindered chiral centers in the PNA backbone may be envisaged as further restricting the adaptability of PNA to the DNA strand. As a matter of fact, in terms of groove sizes, pitch, and twist parameters, the LPD double helix more closely resembles that of the PNA-PNA homoduplex than that of the achiral PNA-DNA heteroduplex. However, it is not clear whether the structural differences between LPD and the PNA-DNA double helix arise entirely from the conformational restraints brought about by the presence of the chiral box in the PNA backbone, or whether they arise from the different experimental conditions (crystal versus solution, different length and base sequences). It must be emphasized that the structure of PNA-DNA has been obtained in solution, therefore being sensitive to conformational averaging processes. To address this point, it could be useful to determine the crystal structure of the achiral homologue of LPD.
The steric hindrance due to the bulky D-Lys side chains and the consequent rigidity of chiral PNA strands may explain a number of properties of the corresponding hybrids with DNA. The preference of chiral PNAs to form right-handed helical structures was evaluated by forming duplexes with complementary achiral PNAs (18, 22) . D-amino acid-containing PNAs (especially those bearing charged side chains) were shown to promote the formation of right-handed structures. This finding is supported by another study, based on the interaction of cyanine dyes with PNA-PNA duplexes 6 . Stereoview of residue Tdl6, showing the interaction between the hydrogen atom (in yellow) bound to the chiral center and the C3Ј atom. The image was generated by using BOBSCRIPT (38) . (19) . In agreement with this preference, PNAs containing D-amino acids were found to form more stable complexes with right-handed DNA. By analyzing the LPD structure, it can be seen that the observed preference for right-handedness is not induced by any specific interaction between the PNA side chains and the DNA backbone; instead, an intrastrand repulsive van der Waals interaction occurs between the D-Lys side chain and the aminoethyl group (Fig. 6) . We observed that, if the configuration of a Lys residue of LPD is changed from D to L, a large variation of the ␦ dihedral angle must occur to minimize steric overlap. Instead, it has been experimentally found that ␦ dihedral angle values are highly conserved in PNAs. The higher rigidity of the D-Lys-containing PNA may be also related to the ability of LPD in discriminating mismatches in the target antiparallel DNA strand. It is known that the presence of mispairings in the double helices induces small distortions in the backbone conformation, leading to formation of the so-called ''wobble structures'' (35) (36) (37) . The decrease in the backbone flexibility could hamper the conformational rearrangements necessary to accommodate the mispairs in the double helix.
In conclusion, the results presented herein indicate that the introduction of chiral centers in the middle of a PNA backbone does not alter significantly the tendency of PNAs to form P-like helices when complexed with complementary DNA strands. However, it can limit the ability of the PNA strands to adopt other conformations, thus increasing the recognition selectivity.
As a final remark, it is observed that the free amino groups inserted in this way do not alter the global structure of PNA-DNA duplexes. Thus, C5Ј-substituted PNAs may represent a powerful strategy to insert functional groups to be further conjugated with suitable compounds and to achieve PNA derivatives endowed with enhanced properties as antigene͞antisense therapeutics or as reporters for specific applications in diagnostics. Scheme for torsion angle definitions: ␣ ϭ CЈ-N1Ј-C2Ј-C3Ј; ␤ ϭ N1Ј-C2Ј-C3Ј-N4Ј; ␥ ϭ C2Ј-C3Ј-N4Ј-C5Ј; ␦ ϭ C3Ј-N4Ј-C5Ј-CЈ; ϭ N4Ј-C5Ј-CЈ-O1Ј; ϭ C5Ј-CЈ-N-C2Ј; 1 ϭ C3Ј-N4Ј-C7Ј-C8Ј; 2 ϭ N4Ј-C7Ј-C8Ј-N1͞N8; and 3 ϭ C6Ј-C7Ј-N1͞N8 -C2͞C4. *Average torsion angles.
† Two alternative values of ␣ and angles are found, corresponding to different orientations of the backbone amide bond.
